


 Materials and Setup 

 Per table (assuming ~5 children per table), you will need: 

 Per Table  Material Preparation 

 5 copies of Instructions  1-page sheet  p. 6 

 5 copies of Tasks  6  -page sheet in plastic dry erase sleeves 
 can be printed double-sided 

 pp. 7-12 

 1 copy of Foldable Table Sign  1-page sheet 
 print on cardstock for sturdiness 

 p. 13 

 15  dry erase plastic sleeves 

 5 dry erase markers 

 5 dry erase marker erasers 

 Per Table  Purchasing Materials 

 15  plastic dry 
 erase sleeves 

 pack of 30 
 for $19.99 

 pack of 50 
 for $29.99 

 These are necessary for the task sheets. 

 5 dry erase 
 markers 

 pack of 8 
 for $7.59 

 5 dry erase 
 marker erasers 

 pack of 24 
 for $7.85 

 or 
 dry erase combo 

 30 piece set 
 for $22.53 

 Set comes with 30 plastic sleeves, 30 
 markers, and 4 erasers. 

 5 plastic sheet 
 protectors 

 pack of 100 
 for $7.67 

 pack of 500 
 for $26.99 

 These are recommended in order to protect 
 the instructions 
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https://www.amazon.com/Better-Office-Products-Oversized-Protectors/dp/B07VCGSXDQ/ref=sr_1_13?crid=3RXOMH642G8AV&dchild=1&keywords=dry+erase+sleeves&qid=1635903616&sprefix=dry+erase+sleeves%2Caps%2C135&sr=8-13
https://www.amazon.com/Better-Office-Products-Oversized-Protectors/dp/B07VGM8MGK/ref=sr_1_9?crid=3RXOMH642G8AV&dchild=1&keywords=dry+erase+sleeves&qid=1635903616&sprefix=dry+erase+sleeves%2Caps%2C135&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/1884309-Low-Odor-Markers-Assorted-8-Count/dp/B00I8OBAOU/
https://www.amazon.com/Mr-Erasers-Whiteboard-Eraser-Magnetic/dp/B08WWKBWKV/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=mini+dry+erase+erasers&pd_rd_r=78a89dab-0b83-4663-9c35-53973eb06002&pd_rd_w=qXuNx&pd_rd_wg=mJWD8&pf_rd_p=68a5e6be-6e8f-465c-9c8b-a91e222356db&pf_rd_r=96PMB7FZ4EDX9RC43QDZ&qid=1636037059&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07XP2YRF1/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o03_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07R8DX3ZX/ref=vp_d_pb_TIER2_cmlr_lp_B01N9BOL6R_pd?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B07R8DX3ZX&pd_rd_w=1Ci9d&pf_rd_p=97e8de0d-97b9-4dbd-a111-de3444373e29&pf_rd_r=NH9J6V9KBR815RJK0GZJ&pd_rd_r=317ce498-ad49-4762-bd53-9880491a35e8&pd_rd_wg=a9iOr13?crid=3RXOMH642G8AV&dchild=1&keywords=dry+erase+sleeves&qid=1635903616&sprefix=dry+erase+sleeves%2Caps%2C135&sr=8-13
https://www.amazon.com/Protectors-PANDRI-Plastic-Reinforced-Standard/dp/B08CMG5MCB/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?crid=1VUYHBEJJP2HW&keywords=sheet%2Bprotectors&qid=1650317766&sprefix=sheet%2Bprotector%2Caps%2C183&sr=8-2-spons&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzSVY1TVRBOTlUVVhVJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMDM4NjE5MVpXVllJQzNXWjRDMCZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNzQwMDYwMTlEVlVUWDFKN0JSRyZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU&th=1


 Doodles 
 Activity Leader Guide 

 Objective 

 Trace each doodle without lifting your marker. 

 Rules: 
 1.  Start at any point. 
 2.  Trace the whole doodle without lifting your marker. 
 3.  You cannot trace a line more than once. 

 Materials 

 Each Doodles table should be prepped for 5 stations. 
 Each station needs: 
 1.  Doodles instructions. 
 2.  Doodles tasks in dry erase plastic sleeves (3 sleeves in total per station). 
 3.  1 dry erase marker and eraser (avoid red and black markers as these tend to stain). 

 How to Play 

 We strongly encourage you to explore the activity yourself ahead of time. 
 You can try our digital version here:  jrmf.org/puzzle/doodles 

 The goal here is to introduce the activity without overexplaining it and without telling all 
 the strategies students might use.  Normalize making  mistakes and avoid giving the answer, 
 as well. When possible, have pairs of children work together. 

 1.  Demonstrate the rules by tracing the first image with them. 
 2.  Ask the child to try tracing the second image. Encourage them to explain their thinking 

 out loud as they trace. 
 3.  Give the child a copy of the tasks to explore. 

 Asking Good Questions 

 Check in with the child and ask questions to encourage deeper thinking. Ask the questions 
 on the task instructions or try some of these examples: 

 a.  Which tasks did you find the hardest so far? The easiest? Why? 
 b.  Have you found a strategy that works for all or many of the tasks? 
 c.  When a child is stuck, ask: 
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http://jrmf.org/puzzle/doodles


 i.  Can you try a di�erent starting point? 
 ii.  What do you know so far? 
 iii.  What didn’t work? 
 iv.  What are you thinking about trying? 

 d.  To support pattern recognition, ask: 
 i.  For each puzzle, circle your start and end points. What do you notice? 
 ii.  Which puzzles were impossible? What do you think made them impossible? 
 iii.  Can you predict whether a puzzle is possible before solving it? How do you 

 know? 
 iv.  In this puzzle [  choose an impossible puzzle  ], what  could you change to make it 

 possible? 
 e.  “Tell me more.” is a great basic prompt for getting a child to explain their thinking. 

 Standards 

 1.  Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
 CCSS.MP1 

 2.  Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
 CCSS.MP3 

 3.  Model with mathematics. 
 CCSS.MP4 

 4.  Look for and make use of structure. 
 CCSS.MP7 

 Answers 

 General Answers: 

 Note: This is for your information only. Although some children might notice that whether 
 a puzzle is solvable is somehow related to the vertices, they are not expected to 
 know/learn the language. 

 In school, the term “graph” usually refers to the  x  and  y  coordinates on a Cartesian 
 plane. In graph theory, a graph is any set of points with lines connecting some of them. A 
 point is called a vertex and a line connecting two vertices is called an edge. The number 
 of edges connected to a vertex is called the degree of that vertex. 
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 If a doodle has no vertices with an odd degree (i.e. a point with an odd number of lines 
 connected to it), it is possible to trace the doodle starting at any vertex. 

 If a doodle has two vertices with an odd degree, it is only possible to trace the doodle 
 starting at one of these two vertices. 

 If a doodle has any other number of vertices with an odd degree, it is impossible to trace 
 the doodle. 

 Answers to Challenges 1 to 6: 

 1.  All doodles in Challenge 1 can be traced. For each doodle, there are exactly two 
 possible starting points. 

 2.  All doodles in Challenge 2 can be traced. For each doodle, there are exactly two 
 possible starting points. 

 3.  The first three doodles in Challenge 3 can be traced. For each of these doodles, there 
 are exactly two possible starting points. The bottom right doodle is impossible to 
 trace. 

 4.  The first three doodles in Challenge 4 can be traced. For the top left doodle, it is 
 possible to trace the doodle starting at any point. For the other two possible doodles, 
 there are exactly two possible starting points. The bottom right doodle is impossible 
 to trace. 

 5.  All doodles in Challenge 5 can be traced. For the top left and bottom doodle, it is 
 possible to trace the doodle starting at any point. For the other doodles on the page, 
 there are exactly two possible starting points. 

 6.  All doodles in Challenge 6 can be traced. For the bottom right doodle, it is possible to 
 trace the doodle starting at any point. For the other doodles on the page, there are 
 exactly two possible starting points. 
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 Doodles Instructions 

 Trace each doodle without lifting your marker. 

 Doodles Rules: 

 1.  Pick any point to start on. 

 2.  Trace the whole doodle without lifting your marker. 

 3.  You cannot trace a line more than once. 
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 Doodles Tasks 

 Challenge 1 

 Can you trace each doodle without lifting your marker? 

 Can you find more than one way to trace each doodle? 
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 Challenge 2 

 Can you trace each doodle without lifting your marker? 

 Circle the points that you start and end on. Do you notice a 
 pattern? 
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 Challenge 3 

 One of these doodles is impossible to trace without lifting your 
 marker. Which one is impossible? 

 Circle the points that you start and end on. What makes these 
 points special? 
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 Challenge 4 

 Is it possible to trace each of these doodles? 

 For the doodles you can trace, can you start on any point? 
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 Challenge 5 

 Is it possible to trace each of these doodles? 

 For the doodles you can trace, can you start on any point? 
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 Question 6 

 Is it possible to trace each of these doodles? 

 Can you find a pattern that helps you trace the last doodle quickly? 
 How would you explain that pattern to a friend? 

 Is it possible to trace triangles that are larger than the last doodle? 
 How would you do it? 
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